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Work started under the previous 
center…

• With CDMC funding (2005-Aug2011), we have done 
a lot of work estimating the potential for energy 
efficiency… 
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Potential for energy efficiency in the U.S. 
residential sector

• What are the economic costs and 
GHG savings from investing in energy 
efficient appliances in the U.S. 
residential sector?

• What are the trade-offs between 
different indicators (electricity, CO2, 
primary energy, costs)?

• To answer these and other questions 
we have developed the Regional 
Residential Energy Efficiency Model

Conclusions: Reductions as large as 56% could be theoretically 
achieved (costing $20b annually; $1.7t upfront costs).  Under 
an optimistic scenario, 30% residential CO2 emissions could be 
saved cost-effectively, with a net annual benefit of $42b (but 
requiring total upfront capital of $0.5t). 

Inês Azevedo, Granger Morgan, Karen Palmer and Lester Lave: “Energy Efficiency in the 
U.S. Residential Sector”. Under review Energy Policy

Inês Azevedo and Costa Samaras: “Optimal versus Ongoing Allocation of Public Benefit 
Charges by U.S. Utilities” Working paper

Inês Azevedo: “Social cost-effectiveness of energy efficiency investments and electricity 
generation options”. Working paper 3



Previous work on solid-state lighting…

In our piece the the Proceedings of 
IEEE we stated that by 2015  the 
levelized annual costs of SSL would 
be lower than substitute technologies 
both in residential and commercial 
general lighting applications… 
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Since then we have started exploring 
several other issues related to 

energy efficiency in lighting, and 
other aspects of energy efficiency…
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30% reduction 
cost-effective
Net annual 

benefit of $50 
billion 

Why aren’t these cost-effective 
investments taking place?
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Consumer perceptions toward lighting attributes and preferences for 
energy-efficient lighting technologies? 
(Huimin Tan, Inês Azevedo, Wandi Bruine de Bruins and Lester Lave)

• We have designed and ran an experiment 
using CMU’s research truck, and setting up 
each of 6 the cubicles inside the truck with 
different lighting technologies/conditions

Results
1) We have found significant preference changes 

in two conditions.
2) Technical attributes do not explain 

preferences, but perceived technical attributes 
do. 

Huimin Tan, Inês Azevedo, Wändi Bruine de Bruin, and Lester 
Lave.  Lighting perceptions and preferences for household energy-
efficient lighting technologies: understanding some of the barriers to 
adoption.CEDM  Working paper.

• We recruited 100 participants (34% 
women; mean age=33; 71% have received 
Bachelor’s degree and above)

• Evaluation occurs under 2 modes: Separate 
Evaluation (one light at a time) vs. Joint 
Evaluation (all lights turned on jointly) 

• Within-subject design: each evaluate all 6 
different lighting conditions
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Still on energy efficient lighting and decision 
making…

…. We studied the literature on high implicit discount 
rates and found serious gaps. We aim to suggest 
choice-models that are more appropriate to include 
energy models like NEMS:

From: http://eia.doe.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/eppats/energyfuture.html

…. As well as on the importance of providing 
information on the costs over the lifetime of the 
device.
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In order to shed some light into these issues, we are starting a study that 
uses discrete choice models to understand consumer choice…
(Jihoon Min, Inês Azevedo, Jeremy Michalek, Costa Samaras)

• We expect to do the following:
• Understand consumer preferences for lighting
• Estimate the size of the impact of different technology factors
• Measure implicit discount rates separated from those factors
• Understand how disclosing information of lifetime costs would 

affect choices

• Collect consumer choice data from a choice-based conjoint 
experiment

• Asking subjects to choose one light bulb among many with 
different attributes (type/brightness/watt/price/lifetime)

• From this, we can statistically relates choices made by a subject 
to the attributes of the person and/or of the alternatives 
available to him/her
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We have also been looking at the energy efficiency potential 
for U.S. metropolitan areas… 
(Michael Blackhurst, Scott Matthews, Chris Hendrickson, Inês Azevedo)

• Evaluating local factors that influence energy and 
GHG markets (e.g., climate, grid emissions, growth, 
pricing, etc.)

• Importance of uncertainty analysis when adopting 
efficiency goals at city-scale

• Evaluating trade-offs amongst efficiency program 
design constraints and objectives (budget, GHG 
reductions, economic savings)

• Integrating potential impacts from rebound effects 
into efficiency program design and decision-making
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Since 2009, $11 billion have been given to states and local 
authorities under ARRA to implement energy efficiency 
programs…
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Residential Direct Rebound Effects
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And since we are talking about rebound… Estimating 
the U.S. Economy-wide Rebound Effect
(Brinda Thomas, Inês Azevedo)

• Using CMU’s input-output life-cycle assessment model (www.eiolca.net)
• Indirect rebound due to the embodied energy of respending energy cost 

savings on other goods is larger than the direct rebound from respending 
in energy (ignoring price effects)

• Gasoline efficiency has a larger rebound effect than electricity efficiency
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While I don’t have time to talk about it in this presentation…
… There is more work going on – not directly on increasing energy efficiency, but related to 
understanding two issues relevant to successful climate change mitigation:

1.Retrospective policy evaluation

Alan Jenn is looking at the impact of federal incentives to explain hybrid vehicle adoption, using 
econometric models

Ivonne Pena-Cabra is looking at the impact of feed-in tariffs in EU to explain wind diffusion, using 
econometric models

2. Forward looking: Importance of learning and diffusion and other policy 
mechanisms

Kyle-Siler Evans: “Distributed Cogeneration For Commercial Buildings: Can We Make The 
Economics Work”, using engineering-economics [under review at Energy Policy]. 

Kyle has moved on a new project, where he is calculating marginal emissions rates of the US 
electricity system, which are necessary to understand the emissions benefits from demand-side interventions.

Brinda Thomas: “Edison Revisited: Should we use DC circuits for lighting in commercial 
buildings?” [under review at Energy Policy ]

Ahmed Abdulla is looking at the costs for FOK and NOK for SMR, using expert elicitation

Catherine Izard is looking at how fast can we build new low-carbon generation capacity, using 
stock-flow analysis. 14
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